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I. WAS FREDDIE GRAY’S DEATH AN UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCE OF CITISTAT¹ AND ITS PROGENY IN BALTIMORE?

Freddie Gray’s death must be seen in the context of Baltimore entering a new age of policing in a data-driven society. It is an age in which police engage in racial profiling, preemptive policing, and where laws that should safeguard residents actually help to legitimize excessive police force. ² Such policing techniques are evident throughout Sandtown-Winchester, the Baltimore neighborhood where Freddie Gray lived and where he met his fateful end in the back of a police van. Freddie Gray’s death represents a systemic problem that is not easily addressed by the courts. Consider the police trials of three Baltimore City officers, where three officers were exonerated and charges against three others were dropped. ³ The trials represent the limits of the law in holding police accountable for the death of one unarmed African American male in their custody.

II. WHAT BROUGHT POLICE INTO FREDDIE GRAY’S NEIGHBORHOOD ON APRIL 12, 2015? WHAT INCENTIVE DID POLICE HAVE TO GIVE CHASE TO FREDDIE GRAY AND WHY WAS HE ARRESTED?

These questions were never answered at trial. Freddie Gray’s family lawyer, Billy Murphy, suggested the motive for his arrest was that he was “running while Black,” which was not sufficient to find
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the officers guilty. To address why police chased him that day, we must examine a variety of systemic factors that brought police into contact with Freddie Gray. First, Baltimore makes use of state-of-the-art surveillance technologies that enable police to monitor, and thus render suspicious, impoverished African American neighborhoods. Second, this occurs under the auspices of zero-tolerance policing strategies that provide incentives for putting people into the criminal justice system. Surveillance technologies add economies of scale and interoperability to law enforcement’s gaze over African American neighborhoods. Third, military armor and techniques add a menacing shift in enforcement paradigms from “protect and service” to treating neighbors as hostile enemies. As a result, I argue that Baltimore’s post-panoptic police regime gave rise to the chase, stop, frisk, arrest, and death of Freddie Gray, all sanctioned by law.

Post-panoptic regimes deploy technologies of power, which appear to the public as racially neutral and to the courts as quite legal but which have particularly deleterious effects on communities of color. In short, this essay is intended as a brief query into the limits of law to track largely digitalized structural deficiencies in the criminal justice system.

To help understand Freddie Gray’s final encounter with police, it is important to recognize it within the context of Baltimore’s digital enforcement regime. Baltimore relies heavily on high tech surveillance strategies—rather than community policing efforts—to patrol minority neighborhoods. African Americans bear the brunt of surveillance because Baltimore is a highly segregated city, and surveillance is disproportionately deployed in minority neighborhoods. East and West
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Baltimore are disproportionately lit with blue light cameras and other surveillance technologies.\(^8\) As data is collected, crime patterns are discerned and ‘high crime areas’ are highlighted in the City’s police databases. Within these areas, residents, who are nearly all black, are made suspect\(^9\) which unleashes even more intrusive enforcement initiatives and practices.

The digital enforcement regime starts with \textit{CitiStat}, a statistics-based tracking system established in 1999.\(^10\) \textit{CitiStat} maps data on a variety of categories of crime and stores it on central databases within a central city command center that in turn deploys police to high crime areas. As it plays out, the performance of beat cops gets assessed in terms of the number of pursuits, stops, frisks, and arrests that can be checked off in those ‘high crime’ areas.\(^11\)

The method of policing is predictive with an almost exclusive reliance on measurable data to report when and where crimes are likely to occur.

The databases store information from a variety of high tech sources. A Cessna flying above the city takes aim at 30 square miles of greater Baltimore and transmits images to the database.\(^12\) Lower to the ground, more than 700 blue light cameras as part of the \textit{CitiWatch Community Partnership},\(^13\) another \textit{CitiStat} initiative, also feed data into \textit{CitiStat} databases. On the ground, police are also assisted by
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stingrays, which are referred to as a “digital stop and frisk” for African American neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{14} Stingrays mimic cell towers to attract cell phone signals, which enables police to track movements secretly and without warrants.\textsuperscript{15} Although stingrays were challenged in the Fourth Circuit for violating the Fourth Amendment rights of cell phone users in the vicinity,\textsuperscript{16} and actually found unconstitutional by the Maryland Court of Special Appeals,\textsuperscript{17} civil rights groups filed a complaint with the FCC about the use of stingrays in Baltimore as late as August 2016.\textsuperscript{18}

With all of this data from digital hotspots fed into central databases, police have gained an immense capacity to engage in predictive policing particularly in “high crime areas,” a code word for “African Americans.”\textsuperscript{19} With such capacity at hand, city initiatives like \textit{Operation Ceasefire} provide instructions for police to enter a neighborhood, as they did in Sandtown-Winchester on April 12, 2015.\textsuperscript{20} With such authorization, police can chase, stop, frisk, and arrest almost anyone per whim under the auspices of \textit{Illinois v. Wardlow},\textsuperscript{21} a neoliberal Court decision that gave police license to chase innocent bystanders, like Freddie Gray, who run on sight.\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Wardlow} declared that unprovoked flight in the presence of police in a high crime area is sufficient to generate reasonable suspicion for the
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police to give chase.\textsuperscript{23} This scenario provides the likely the reason Billy Murphy said Freddie Gray was arrested because he was “running while black.”\textsuperscript{24}

Hence, the post-panoptic regime combines state of the art technologies, city operations, and legal doctrine to surveil “high crime” areas and give chase almost at will and by law. As \textit{Operation Ceasefire} put officers into the neighborhood, and \textit{Wardlow} gave license to chase, \textit{CitiStat} incentivized police to engage in preemptive stops, searches, and arrests.

Freddie Gray hardly stood a chance. Given the number of categories checked that morning, the Freddie Gray intervention likely contributed to a particularly effective day for police in Sandtown-Winchester. And, were it not for some video-footage of Freddie Gray being dragged to the police van, the arresting and transporting officers might well have earned merit points for their treatment of Freddie Gray.
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